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Abstract. Organizations have an increasing need to adapt faster their
Information Systems (IS) to technical, functional or legal changes. Orange, a French telecom operator, works on the adaptation and the improvement of their business processes (BP), especially those related to
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). One of the challenges is to
help a business expert to efficiently and quickly adapt a BP. Indeed, this
challenge includes the need to understand the reasons why the execution
of the BP does not satisfy the business needs and the business goals. In
this research paper, we propose to study how to identify these reasons
based on the analysis of relevant data which include process generated
data (such as logs and database data), and contextual data. To address
this research question we plan to explore two directions: semantic enrichment of BP in order to detect relevant data and BP optimization to
align BP to business goals on the one hand and to the relevant data on
the other hand.
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1

Introduction

The increasing adoption of Business Process Management (BPM) [14] in recent
years has resulted in a large standardization of processes. Companies are confronted to frequent changes. Consequently, adapting and continuously improving
BPs, in order to align them to the changes of the company, is a key challenge
to stay competitive. In practice, companies aim to reduce the time needed to
take into account these changes. Currently, this is done manually by a business
expert who analyzes the various components (such as business goals [18], roles
and actors related to BP activities, process execution, business data and external
data) and correlate them each other in order to deduce relevant adaptations to
apply on the BP.
One existing approach to speed up the adaptation and the improvement of
BPs is to dynamically detect relevant changes to apply on the BP execution
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(e.g. select a specific path). Authors in [14] surveyed existing solutions in this
field. One solution is the concept of flexible process. It consists in incorporating
alternative execution paths within the BP model so that the selection of the
most appropriate execution path can be done at the runtime for each instance
(flexibility by design). Another solution is the concept of configurable process [5],
which consists in designing a model that provides a complete and integrated set
of all possible process configurations. Afterwards, before the runtime, such a
model can be configured to a specific solution by restricting the behavior of the
configurable process model. For example, activities may be skipped or blocked
during the configuration time.
We identified two limitations of these approaches. Firstly, in both cases, all
possible adaptations must be well defined at the BP design time. Consequently, it
significantly limits the adaptation scope. Secondly, these solutions are well suited
to handle known exceptional and temporary situations in which the adaptation
of the BP execution is necessary, but not for long term changes, in which the
adaptation of the BP model itself is required.
At Orange (a French telecommunication operator), where the PhD takes
place, there are currently two research projects related to this research field.
The first ongoing project, named PRODIA, is based on process mining techniques [13] to detect BPs as they are executed by involved parties. Its goal is
to provide experts with a comprehensive view of the execution of BPs in order
to continuously improve them. The second project is based on web semantic
techniques to speed up the implementation of BPs by matching BPs activities
with Web services through ontology concepts [17].
The aim of this PhD thesis is to support business experts in the adaption of
the BPs. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to:
– firstly detect relevant data which could influence the BP execution;
– secondly correlate these data with the business goals and the BP model in
order to understand how these data influence the BP execution;
– finally suggest to the business expert changes to operate on the BP model
in order to align it to the business goals on the one hand and to the relevant
data on the other hand;
Our work could be used by Orange to improve its CRM, and more specifically
the customer subscription to a telecommunication service business process. Let’s
suppose that one business goal of this BP is to have the rate of customer who
abandons the subscription process below 30%. Using traditional process mining
techniques we can detect that the abandon rate is higher than our objective.
Current techniques however do not provide additional support to the business
expert to understand “why” the BP does not satisfy the business goal. The
proposed thesis aims to fill this gap by not only providing solutions to support
the expert in understanding the reasons that make a BP does not satisfy a
business goal, but also to suggest BP adaptations accordingly.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section two, we briefly narrates
the closely related work. In section three we present the research problem. A
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research methodology is then detailed in the section four. Finally, the section
five presents the summary of the paper.

2

Related work

BPM is characterized by the BP lifecycle definition [13], which contains seven
stages: (re)design, analysis, implementation, (re)configuration, execution, adjustment, and diagnosis. Though the thesis is related to all phases of the BP
lifecycle, a particular focus is given to the (re)design, the analysis, the execution
and the diagnosis phases, as they directly impact the BP transformation. In the
(re)design phase a new BP model is created or an existing BP model is adapted.
In the analysis phase a candidate model and its alternatives are analyzed to validate the model (e.g. avoid deadlocking, detect dead paths, etc.). Then, after the
implementation and the configuration phase, the execution phase orchestrates
the different BP activities in accordance to the designed model. At the end of
this lifecycle, in the diagnosis phase, the enacted BP is analyzed, which may
trigger a new BP redesign phase. The diagnosis phase usually relies on the logs
and data generated by the different instances of the BP.
Improving the BP adaptations process has been investigated extensively. We
classify existing approaches into 3 different categories.
BP variant solution
This first category concerns existing solutions that adapt the model before its
execution according to a particular situation.
The authors in [14] survey BPM research field. They review BP variant solutions where the process model is subject to continuous evolution. It broaches the
difference between flexible (run-time decision) and configuration BP (configurationtime decision).
Configuration BP consists in incorporating alternative execution paths within
the BP model so that the selection of the most appropriate execution path can
be done before the runtime for each instance. It also enables to merge several BP
model from the same family (all related to the same domain) into a configurable
BP model in order to reduce the number of BP managed by the BPM system
and team. Configuration BP consists in having a model providing a complete
and integrated set of all possible BP configurations. Afterwards, such a model
can be configured to a specific solution by restricting its behaviour. For example,
activities may be skipped or blocked during the configuration time. On the opposite, variability by extension contains the most common behaviour. Afterwards,
the model is extended (e.g. adding new activities) during the configuration time
to serve a specific situation.
The paper [5] presents the configurable workflows approach that proposes to
customize the BP model by applying, “hiding” or “blocking” operations to BP
activities. “Hiding” operation makes an abstraction of the model and hides some
activities, but these activities are still executed. “Blocking” operation removes
a path from the model. [19] proposes a framework to capture the variability of
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a BP by processing a set of business rules. Business rules cover all aspects of
the business logic in BPs. A non-deterministic goal-driven BP inference engine
is used to create the BP model. Consequently, business expert will focus on
the design of business goals instead of specifying the detailed control and data
flows. Another approach to identify the variants of a BP is proposed in [9] which
is based on applying a questionnaire by domain. Based on the answers of the
business expert, the system generates the most suitable BP model variants.
These approaches can also be used as a context aware BPM solution. In
this field, [12] provides a top layer approach making automatic context-based
decisions. This context-aware approach takes the context as relevant data to
dynamically configure the BP.
The first limitation of existing BP variant solutions is the effort involved in
constructing and maintaining customizable BP models beyond trivial examples.
Indeed, The amount of information required to construct and to maintain such a
model grows exponentially with the complexity of the BP [14]. Consequently, it
significantly limits the adaptation scope. These solutions enable business experts
to find a tradeoff between the number of BP to design and their complexity. The
second limitation resides in the diagnosis phase. Indeed, in practice, BPs variant
do not enable an accurate analysis using traditional techniques based on event
logs such as process mining. This is due to the generation of multiple instances
which depends on contexts that is not always accessible or taken into account
by these techniques.
Semantic techniques
The second category harnesses semantic techniques to improve the BPM lifecycle
(semantics-based BPM (sBPM) [4]). It consists in adding semantic annotations
to a BP model. Semantic techniques are based on ontologies. Authors in [8]
investigate current approaches in sBPM, especially those related to the existing
gap between the business community and the IT community (e.g. the finished
European-funded project, FUSION1 , which worked on a semantic framework to
easily allow collaborative work of several enterprises in a BP). Semantic based
approaches also enable for instance:
– to propose an auto-completion mechanism to speed up the modeling process
[2]. The recommendation system determines possible activities set based on
models previously created and similarity computing;
– to accelerate the transformation of the model into a valid implementation
using natural language processing techniques and semantic technologies. The
authors in [1] study how to automatically match BP activities with Semantic
Web Services (SWS) description in order to transform the BP model into
an effective implementation. The proposed framework detects automatically
the web services to use for each BP activity. This matching process is based
on an ontology, built around the e-Tom Framework2 . Based on semantic
1
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description of activities, in the BP model, and web services (SWS) in the
service platform, the proposed framework detects automatically which web
service to use to achieve a BP activity;
– to link BPs activities with BP data in order to perform better diagnosis
[11]. This approach could be extended to handle additional data, which are
not especially produced by the BP but still influence it. These data are
interesting to correlate with the BP but difficult to identify by business
experts because they are not directly related to the BP;

Deep analysis and optimization
Another research area related to our work is BP optimization and deep analysis.
BP optimization aims to study how a BP can be improved. BP optimization
based on quantitative measures of goals achievement is not yet well addressed
in the literature [16]. Deep analysis refers to a set of techniques that apply
sophisticated data processing techniques to extract information or knowledge
from large data set.
For instance, the framework proposed by [7] analyzes BP data and operational data, in real-time, to detect a predicted metric deviation. It uses mining
techniques to generate decision rules based on BP data and the accomplishment
of the BP goals. A recommendation mechanism evaluates the most compliant
rule to fix the BP instance deviation. However, this approach uses only data of
the BP instances to dynamically fix the BP deviation though the deviation could
be caused by other data (e.g. road traffic which causes additional delay in the
delivery BP). Another approach that use data of the BP instances is detailed
in [3]. This framework recommends to a user the next action based on:
– the identification of the data which provides information about intentions;
– the identification of the intentional cluster of events associated with an intention and its naming;
The authors in [11] show an approach to match BP data and operational data
in order to make a deep business analysis. The proposed framework correlates
two types of BP data: those stored in the BPM and those stored in the IS.
To improve process mining results, an analysis approach is proposed in [15]
which takes into account the BP execution context. This technique uses event
logs with a clustering algorithm to regroup closest BP execution.
Another solution that uses context is proposed by authors in [6]. AGENTWORK provides healthcare domain with a comprehensive support for automated
BP adaptation. This framework is based on Event/Condition/Action rules to
detect the execution of exceptional activities in the BP in order to suggest BP
relevant adaptations. The actor can accept these adaptations to apply to the
current BP instance and save the current context in the framework. In addition,
it tries to apply predictive adaptations based on similarity between the current
and the previously encountered contexts.
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3

Research Problem

The aim of this thesis is to study how to accelerate the adaptation of BP to
optimize them based on:
– business goals;
– operational data such as the number of achieved subscription;
– non-operational data (external data) such as the context in which the BP is
instantiated and executed;
– BP data such as an activity duration;
We define Operational Data (OD) as any data processed within the BP but
not stored directly in the BPM system; data stored in BPM system is then
named BP Data (BPD) [11]. We define Non-Operational Data (NOD) as any
data that are not directly generated or modified by the BP (e.g. Urban Traffic
and Weather in Delivery BP), we also refer to these data as external data.
Unlike BPD and OD, NOD are not directly linked to the BP. Consequently,
it is currently difficult for an expert, and even for a machine, to correlate BP
execution with these data. Therefore, to investigate this issue, we define several
research questions:
– How to detect relevant data that impact BP execution based on business
goals and BP model?
– How to correlate these data with BP instances to explain business goals
deviation (metric deviation)?
– How to identify BP adaptations that address the goals deviation?

4

Research methodology

In order to better respond to our research questions, we plan to explore two
directions which are the result of the early work of the thesis.
4.1

Research directions

Semantic Enrichment for Enhanced Diagnosis
This first direction aims to set up the foundation for a solution for linking data
(OD, NOD, and BPD) to a BP. We propose to add semantic annotations to a
BP in order to detect relevant data which impact BP execution. This proposal
impacts the following BP lifecycle phases:
(Re)Design and analysis
During the design and analysis phase, our proposal consists in enabling business
experts to add semantic annotations to each activity of the BP on the one hand
and to the associated business goals on the other hand. This implies the definition of a tool that supports the business experts in this task, as well as the
corresponding methodology. Based on the initial semantic annotations (manually specified by the business experts), the BP model, and business goals, the
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tool must be able to find out additional concepts that could impact the BP execution. This mechanism explores ontological and BP relationships to discover
new relevant concepts. These new concepts are validated or not by business experts.
Execution
During the execution phase, our proposal consists in retrieving the data that
could impact the execution of the BP. Based on semantic annotations discovered
at the design and analysis phase, these data are clearly identified. Nevertheless,
it still remains important, especially for volatile data, to store them and associate them to the BP instance for further diagnosis.
Diagnosis
Our challenge in the diagnosis phase is to detect how the data impact the BP
execution. From the technical point of view, this consists in correlating the data
related to the concepts inferred in the design phase, and retrieved during the
execution phase with the different instances of the BP. Clustering techniques
(unsupervised learning) could be applied to detect such correlations.
BP Optimization
Semantic enrichment aims to provide business experts with all necessary elements that could explain “why” a BP doesn’t respect a business goal. The aim
of BP optimization is to design and implement a solution that suggests BP
adaptations to a business expert; adaptations that align the BP to the business
goals, taking into account the data environment. To achieve this goal, we analyze all the data (BPD, NOD, and OD) to highlight possible adaptations and to
align the BP as well as possible to business goals. A candidate approach is the
model-transformation by applying the goal-model to the BP model [10]. Modeltransformation is based on rules that transform a given source model to a target
model, according to specified meta-models.
4.2

Evaluation

In order to evaluate our approach we are currently developing a proof-of-concept
which implements our proposals. We look forward to apply this prototype to a
customer relationship use case in order to evaluate it. As our proposals are
intended for business experts, we plan to interview them based on qualitative
evaluation questionnaire in order to validate the results.
4.3

Research method

We divide our research method to several steps. This method will lead the PhD
thesis with a methodology to provide scientific results. First we study the problem which consists in:
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– studying the state of art of the BPM and related research fields;
– defining the research questions and highlighting the state of the art limitations;
– proposing new concepts and continuously studying the state of the art accordingly;
– defining the evaluation criteria;
Then, we plan to design the proposed concepts that respond to the different
limitations identified in the state of the art. At this stage of our research progress
we identified the following items:
– designing a BPM solution based on semantic to detect relevant data (data
that influence the BP);
– designing a goal-driven BPM to improve relevant data selection;
– designing BP analysis solution that highlights the reasons of a metric deviation regarding business goals;
– designing BP optimization method, optimization that aims to redress a metric deviation;
Finally, we plan to evaluate these solutions and raise their benefits and limitations. We intend to:
– implement the prototype and apply it to customer relationship BPs;
– evaluate the proposals according to identified criteria;

5

Summary

In this paper, we detailed and motivated our PhD thesis subject. The main
research question we are trying to address is how to speed up the adaptation
of BPs to optimize them based on data that influence them and their business
goals? We subdivide the main research question into several elementary subquestions. Then, we reviewed the state of art to position our work. Finally,
we elaborated the plan of the PhD and proposed to deeply study two themes:
Semantic Enrichment of BP for Enhanced Diagnosis and BP optimization.
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